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Abstract—Agent-based models are a useful technique for
rapidly prototyping complex social systems; they are widely
used in a number of disciplines and can yield theoretical
insights that are different from those produced by a variable
based analysis. However, it remains difficult to compare the
results of two models and to validate the performance of an
agent-based simulation. In this paper, we present a case study
on how to analyze the relationship between agent-based models
using category theory. Category theory is a powerful mathe-
matical methodology that was originally introduced to organize
mathematical ideas according to their shared structure. It has
been successfully employed in abstract mathematical domains,
but has also enjoyed some success as a formalism for software
engineering. Here we present a procedure for analyzing agent-
based models using category theory and a case study in its
usage at analyzing two different types of simulations.

Keywords-category theory; agent-based modeling; Markov-
chain Monte Carlo

I. INTRODUCTION

Agent-based modeling has been used successfully for

studying many types of social and biological phenomena.

Although the gold-standard test for an ABM is comparing

its predictions to real-world data, often paucity of data can

eliminate this form of comparison. More commonly, domain

experts can be used to guide the modeler during the creation

of the model and tuning of parameters. However, comparing

one model to another remains a difficult challenge, partic-

ularly because it is often problematic to formally specify

many types of agent-based models.

In this paper, we present a case study on the use of

category theory to formally specify and analyze agent-based

models. The power of category theory is that it can be

used to express different types of systems in a common

language. It was originally introduced in order to handle

problems in algebraic topology and homology theory [1].

Category theory enables one to abstract a formal system by

eliminating superfluous details. By mapping a problem to a

seemingly unrelated problem in another domain, it becomes

possible to leverage known proofs and solutions from the

original domain.

The power of category theory mainly comes from its

focus on relations among the objects rather than the ob-

jects themselves. Historically, most of structures defined in

category theory were defined in order to study and represent

complex structures in a consistent way. Healy et al. [2] use

the following analogy to illustrate the role that category

theory could play in studying different disciplines. Imagine

a scientist viewing an electrical circuit and a chemical com-

pound. At first glance, they might appear to be very different

structures, but a deeper look reveals that chemical bonds

are also electrical in nature. A common meeting ground

between electricity and chemistry can be found within the

abstractions of physics: quantum states and the large-scale

static/dynamic properties of electrons. These abstractions al-

low the scientist to define the relationship between electrical

circuits and chemical compounds, transfer insights from one

discipline to another, and study electrochemical reactions.

Agent-based models are often used to encode discipline-

specific ideas from psychology, sociology, or biology on

the function of a complex system [3]. We believe that

representing these models in category theory is the key to

understanding the relationship between multiple agent-based

models of the same system. Category theory empowers us

to create mappings between the models and understand their

operation in a functional way, rather than simply comparing

the predictions of the simulations.

This paper presents a case study in the usage of cate-

gory theory for comparing different variants of an urban

simulation system, designed to study traffic congestion and

parking scarcity on a large university campus. In this work,

category theory is initially used to represent our agent-based

model and a Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampler that can be

combined with survey data to estimate quantities of interest.

We describe how category theory can be used to represent

the relationship between the two models and how insights

from the category theory representation can facilitate the

creation of hybrid modeling methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Agent-based models are a popular modeling and sim-

ulation technique due to their ease of construction [3].

The modeler simply defines a population of agents with

specific properties, plus a set of rules governing the agents’

behavior and decisions. It is relatively simple to rapidly

prototype a complex system with emergent behaviors, even

without a formal specification or complete knowledge of

the system dynamics. ABMs have been applied to a range
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of interesting real-world problems ranging from modeling

people’s transportation selections to simulating the response

of an organ’s cells to a bacterial attack [4]. Yet, the lack

of mathematical formalism can make the results of ABMs

hard to validate and also render them difficult to reproduce.

The results of a simulation study can vary considerably by

changing the range or even the step size of just one or

two variables [5]. According to [6], most of works based

on ABM, with the exception of a few classic models, have

never been replicated by anyone but the original developer.

For the case studies described in this paper, we use an

urban transportation model that couples an activity-oriented

microsimulation with path planning. Each agent represents a

student on the UCF campus, and the population was created

to match the data from a survey on student transportation,

parking, and dining preferences.

As our second modeling methodology, we select a method

drawn from the statistics community, Markov-chain Monte

Carlo estimation. Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) de-

scribes a family of methods for performing Bayesian in-

ferences using stochastic simulation. It has been widely

used in a variety of scientific [7] and engineering modeling

applications [8]. MCMC allows us to draw samples from a

distribution π(x) without having to know its normalization.

Having these samples, it is possible to compute any quantity

of interest about the distribution of x, including confidence

regions, means, standard deviations, and covariance [9].

In this paper, we attempt to relate these two families

of modeling methods using the abstraction language of

category theory (CT). Category theory has been successfully

used in several branches of mathematics, including geome-

try, algebra, and logic [10], [11]. But CT can also be used

by researchers to describe physical and social systems. A

historical review of CT applied to physics abstractions can

be found in [12]. Coecke [13] asserts that category theory

should become part of the daily practice of the physicist.

Recently, Sallach [14] illustrated the benefits of categorical

analysis within the social sciences by using CT to explicate

several well known social theories. For instance, he shows

how the equivalence and duality relations (structures in CT)

can be used to explain Pareto’s theory of the circulation of

elites.

There has been some use of category theory within

software engineering in which CT is used as alternate formal

specification language. For example, in [15] the author

describes how the concepts of category theory can guide

the design of a programming language to avoid anomalies in

the interaction of implicit conversions and generic operators.

The rigorous mathematical formalism of CT can empower

software developers to reason about structures within their

code. In addition, it provides an exact notion of modularity

and composition. Another major application area of category

theory within computer science is data analysis. As an exam-

ple, [16] formally defines information fusion in category the-

Figure 1: A simple category containing objects A, B, C,

D, morphisms f , g and h, identity arrow 1A and composite

arrow f o g

ory, and then shows how one can carry out formal reasoning

about information fusion systems. Within machine learning,

specific categorical constructs were applied to determine

neural structures for the re-design of a neural network [2].

In this paper, our aim is twofold: 1) to use category theory

to provide a formal representation for our ABMs and 2)

to use the mapping between multiple models to motivate

the development of new hybrid modeling techniques. In the

next section, we provide the reader with some background

in category theory.

III. A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO CATEGORY THEORY

In order to reach the point that we can define our desired

representation using category theory, we need to briefly

introduce the required structures. For a detailed overview

of category theory elements the reader is referred to [1] and

[17]. The basic structures that are defined in category theory

are the category itself, arrow, and functor.

• A category C consists of: 1) a set of objects

(A,B,C, ...), 2) a set of arrows (f, g, h, ...) also known as

morphisms, 3) a way to compose arrows (composed arrows

are also associative), 4) identity arrows. Each arrow has a

unique source or domain and a unique target or codomain.

Figure 1 shows a simple category containing objects A, B,

C, D and the arrows f, g and h. The identity arrow for

object A and composite arrow of f and g are shown in this

figure.

• A functor C −→ D, shown by F , is a mapping

from objects to objects and arrows to arrows of category

C to category D. For the objects and arrows, we define

F (f : A −→ B) = F (f) : F (A) −→ F (B). In addition

to domains and codomains, functors will preserve identity

arrows and composition. Figure 2 shows a functor mapping

category C to category D.

As was mentioned earlier, the focus in category theory

is on relations rather than objects. Accordingly, various

structures relating different types of relations at multiple

levels are defined. Arrows show the relations among objects

of a category, and functors show relations among categories.

The relation among the functors is also shown by natural

transformations. One could imagine natural transformation

doing the same to two functors between two categories,
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Figure 2: A functor going from category C to D

as what functors do to the objects and morphisms of two

categories.
• Another key concept in category theory is universal

property. It is hard to come up with a concise and exact

definition of universal property, and it is usually defined

through some other structures, so the reader is referred

to the introduced references for a formal description [17].

Informally universal property refers to those set of properties

that apply to all of objects in a category, and is the best

and most effective set of properties they share; the idea

of universal property directly relates to optimization in a

system. Many ideas in category theory are based on the

universal property concept such as limits, initials, products

and their dual. The dual of each structure in category theory

is constructed by reversing all of the existing morphisms.
• The other definition we need is the pullback structure.

In the square

the morphisms i1 and i2 plus the object P are called the

pullback of morphisms f and g. If the pullback is a universal

property, there should be a unique morphism between object

P and any other object like Q that is the domain of two

morphisms to X and Y .

• The last structure that will be introduced here is ad-

joint functors. Since the main contribution of this work is

Relation Equality Isomorphism Equivalence Adjunction

Meaning C = D 1C = GF
and

FG = 1D

1C ∼= GF
and

FG ∼= 1D

1C ⇒ GF
and

FG ⇒ 1D

Table I: Hierarchy of relations between two categories C
and D, in terms of equality. F is a functor going from C to

D, and G is dual of F . ∼= shows isomorphism and ⇒ shows

natural transformation relations.

presented using this structure, we will provide more details

about it. Category theory excels at expressing weaker types

of equality in a mathematical language. Imagine we have

two categories C and D, and two functors F and G between

them, as Figure 3 shows:

Figure 3: Two categories C and D, and functors F and G
between them

A hierarchy of relations could be defined between these

two categories as shown in Table I. As the table illustrates,

equality refers to the classic relation of two items that

is quite rigid. It simply means they are the same ones.

Isomorphism is more lenient than equality and states that

going from category C to category D and then returning

(GF ) is equivalent to remaining at C (1C). The same thing

exists for category D. Descending the hierarchy, we reach

an equivalence which says that going from C to D and

returning (GF ) is isomorphic to the identity functor or 1C.

Finally, adjunction is even weaker than the other relations. It

says that there exists a natural transformation from the path

starting from C to D and returning to C (GF ), to the identity

functor (1C). A similar natural transformation exists for the

other case.

IV. APPLYING CATEGORY THEORY

To apply category theory, the first thing we need to do is

to define the required categories. We define category A as

representing an arbitrary agent-based model, and category

M as representing an arbitrary Markov-chain Monte-Carlo

model. The challenging aspect of using category theory is

often showing that the desired structures can be considered

a category. In order to show this, we need to show that these

structures have all of the properties listed in the definition of

a category. We will return to this point later in this section

after introducing the elements of categories A and M.

The approach we are going to use here to describe these

categories is partly based on the representation approach

described in [18]. This method was used to show the agent-

based modeling in CT language and is mainly based on ideas
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from inverse theory, which is the process of finding the best

values for the parameters associated with an assumed model

based on the observed data [19]. Inverse theory is itself an

extensive and thorough theory. Here, we just need a couple

of elementary ideas from inverse theory to define the objects

in our categories. The purpose of employing ideas from

inverse theory is to define formally what is meant by model

and data in our representation. The forward problem in

inverse theory relates to the problem of predicting data based

on the description of the model parameters. Using elements

from category theory language, the forward function can be

represented by a morphism from object M to object D as

follows:

F : M −→ D (1)

Similarly, the inverse problem can move from data to

model, as shown here:

F ′ : D −→M (2)

Additionally, another object namely the universal object,

U , can be defined. This object refers to all of the existing

information about the system. Some portion of this infor-

mation is assumed to be known through available data, and

the rest will be (partially or totally) produced through the

modeling technique (e.g., ABM or MCMC).

The process of moving from model to data or from data

to model can be also studied on a Bayesian basis. Hence,

two new objects related to the conditional probability of

objects M and D can be added to the objects defined so

far: M |D and D|M . M |D (model given data) refers to the

addition of data to the model, or the situation of inferring the

model from data, and D|M (data given model) represents

the opposite process.

The next step is to define the categorical representation of

an ABM and MCMC model. These categories are presented

using the pullback structure introduced earlier, and are

shown in Figure 4. In this case, there is a commuting

square that according to the definition of pullback should

be universal, meaning that it should be the best among all

similar squares. In CT language, this means given any other
one there should be a unique morphism/factorization to M .

M is the vertex with two projections in the square. Here,

any other one refers to any other square which also has

the two morphisms M |D −→ U and D|M −→ U . More

exactly, this can also be imagined by considering different

observations or different sets of data. This is shown by D1

to Dn in Figure 5. The reason why a pullback was selected

to present this structure is the inherent universal property in

pullback. If we assume that only one correct model exists–

which in theory is a valid assumption regarding a system–

then the model exactly plays the role of an universal object

in a categorical structure. That is to say no matter which

modeling technique we use, as long as the system is the

same, there exists a unique model showing the system. In

terms of category theory, universal object is the best or most
efficient object, considered as a factor of other objects1. Four

types of morphisms are presented in this structure. Type f
which shows the mapping from the conditional knowledge,

D|M and M |D, to the universal knowledge, U . This is

shown in Figure 4 by f1 and f2. Type i refers to the

model transition to the conditional knowledge. Type j shows

the morphisms from data (observation) to the conditional

knowledge. Finally, type p shows the unique2 morphism that

should exist between data D and model M . This denotes

the probabilistic relation that exists between data and model

in any Bayesian domain. In other words, if we look at the

ABM and MCMC as both sample generator techniques, the

probability that is obtained by the population of samples

represents the morphism p defined between data object D
and M .

Figure 4: The proposed categorical representation for an

arbitrary ABM or MCMC model

Figure 5: There is a unique mapping between the object

model, M , and each object corresponding to the different

observed datasets, D1 ... Dn

Armed with these definitions, we can verify the compli-

ance of the proposed categorical structures with the formal

definition of category in CT. The suggested structure has

objects and morphisms defined; the morphisms are associa-

tive. For simplicity, identity arrows for the objects are not

shown in the figures. Two types of composed relations could

be imagined in this structure as shown on either side of the

1Not to be mistaken with the object U we defined for the categories.
Object U , as its definition shows, just represents the universal knowledge
about the problem. It is an ordinary object in the category we defined. It
does not possess any universal property which is a separate concept.

2According to the definition of pullback, there should be a unique
morphism from each object D to object M on the corner of square.
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set of equalities in Equation 3. In order to have associativity

property, the following equalities must hold. Since we have

only one model object, these equalities exist among the

composite relations. Here, ◦ operator shows the composition

of two morphisms.

f1 ◦ (i1 ◦ p) = (f1 ◦ i1) ◦ p
f2 ◦ (i2 ◦ p) = (f2 ◦ i2) ◦ p (3)

We defined our categorical structure in such way that it

could be used to describe both methods at the same time,

so no other category is required. This, by itself, shows

the similarities between these two different methods. Now,

we can describe the formal relationship between the two

categories. The way that the two categories are defined

allows us to observe that an adjunction exists between the

two categories A and M , which can be represented by the

same structure shown in Figure 4. This way, it is simple to

see that there exists a left adjoint functor from category A
to category M, and a right adjoint functor from category M
to category A. This is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The adjunction between A, the category showing

an arbitrary ABM, and M , the category showing an arbitrary

MCMC model

In order to show this, we need to prove that there exists

a pair of functors and a pair of natural transformations

between the two categories. The first part is trivial. Since

for each object/morphism in category A, there exists a

corresponding object/morphism in category M, a functor

from category A to category M exists. The same justification

can be used to show that a functor from category M to

category A exists. For the second part, we can show that

two natural transformations, η and ε exist. These two are

shown in Equation 4. Showing the existence of these two

is again trivial. Since the functors essentially map the same

type of objects and morphisms between two categories A
and M , η and ε exist between functors F and G.

η : 1A ⇒ GF (4)

ε : FG⇒ 1M

One question that might come to mind is that among the

four types of relations introduced in Table I, why adjunction

is chosen to show the relation between categories A and M?

To answer this, we should note that in all of the other three

relations some sort of ‘being the same’ exists by definition,

but in adjunction, we generally do not care about being the

same. Instead, we focus on the interesting relations between

the two categories. Additionally, choosing adjunction for our

purpose does not prevent the usage of other relations, and

does not state that the others cannot exist at all. What is

important is that it enables us to reach to our goal, which

was to formally represent the relation among the ABM and

MCMC models.

V. INSIGHTS FROM CATEGORY THEORY

Thus far, we have proven that the two methods can be

shown to be equal (up to natural transformation) in terms of

category theory, i.e. the weakest equality. Hence it is possible

to combine the two methods to produce a hybrid modeling

methodology that builds on the strengths of both models.

Theoretically any two or more methods that function in a

shared domain and can be used in sequential manner could

be considered as candidates for building a hybrid method.

But, the difficult part is to show why this hybrid method

is valuable. Using category language, we can evaluate the

feasibility of different models for hybridization.

Our hybrid model (ABM-MCMC) uses the population of

samples generated by the agent-based model to initialize

the proposal distribution for the MCMC estimator [20].

In the categorical representation of ABM, prior knowledge

(data) shown by D determines how the agent-model should

be constructed. Then, through an iterative process the data

determines the model by producing samples while agents

remain active in the system. The Bayesian approach of rep-

resenting this process helps us to understand the similarity

between ABM and MCMC better. The samples produced

by the agent-based model become the data within the

MCMC component. This hybrid method is able to resolve

the proposal distribution problem of MCMC methods, while

possessing greater verification possibilities than the ABM

alone.

VI. RESULTS

In order to validate the performance of our hybrid method,

two case studies are presented in this section. The first case

study is related to an urban modeling problem while the

second describes a marketing scenario. In both application

domains, we show that the hybrid method (ABM-MCMC)

outperforms either ABM or MCMC alone. Both agent-based

models presented here are implemented in Netlogo [21], and

the MCMC component of the hybrid method is run using

the MCMCpack package in R [22]. Implementation details

about these case studies are omitted from this section since

they are irrelevant to the main thrust of the paper and can

be found in the original descriptions of the ABMs.

A. Urban transportation simulation

This case study extends our earlier work described in

depth in [23] and [20]. The code for the urban ABM can be
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freely accessed online3. The aim of this project was to model

the transportation patterns of students at the University of

Central Florida (UCF). The data for this study was collected

through an online survey. A detailed agent-based model

was created based on the survey data of students’ housing,

dining, and transportation preferences. The simulation can

be used to perform analyses of traffic patterns, building

occupancy and parking usage. Here, we specifically present

the results related to student parking usage for comparing

the different models since it was possible to obtain ground

truth data for this quantity from UCF Parking Services.

For ABM-MCMC part, the data samples generated by the

agent-based model showing the location of each agent were

used to initialize the proposal distribution. Additionally, in

order to test the MCMC method alone, the MCMC toolbox

for MATLAB [24] was used in combination with the original

survey data. In this toolbox, the prior distribution is simply

assumed to be in form of Gaussian distribution. Figure

7 shows the results obtained using each of these three

modeling approaches.

Figure 7: The log of the difference between the number of

cars predicted by each method and the numbers from empir-

ical data. Shorter bars show a smaller deviation between the

model prediction and the actual data. Our hybrid method,

ABM-MCMC, outperforms the parent methods in all cases.

As the figure shows, the hybrid method outperforms the

original methods in terms of accuracy of prediction.

B. Marketing analysis

The second case study is based on an agent based model

published by Rand et al. [25] in which the agents are

used to model consumer behavior. The main purpose of

this work was to simulate the famous Bass model [26]

published in 1969. The authors also study the role of

different network structures on the market’s behavior. The

code and detailed documentation of the agent based model

are freely available online. The Bass model describes how

a population of consumers adapt to new products. This is

3https://code.google.com/p/ucf-abm/

Product Period of
forecast ABM-MCMC R2 ABM R2 Bass R2

AC 1950-61 0.86 0.72 0.90
Bed 1950-61 0.91 0.93 0.93

Coffee 1951-61 0.77 0.74 0.69
Dryer 1950-61 0.86 0.85 0.85

Freezer 1947-61 0.64 0.60 0.47
Lawnmower 1949-61 0.93 0.93 0.89
Refrigerator 1926-40 0.63 0.61 0.76

TV 1949-61 0.13 0.19 0.07

Table II: Accuracy of ABM-MCMC in comparison with

ABM and original Bass model

done by defining two type of consumers: innovators and

imitators. The behavior of the model is determined by three

parameters: degree of innovation (p), degree of imitation (q)

and market size (m). The same parameters are used for both

the Bass model and the agent-based one. The R2 correlation

between the empirical sale data (showing the number of

units sold each year) and results from the original Bass

model, Rand’s paper, and our hybrid method are presented

in Table II. The correlation value is computed using the RSQ
function in Microsoft Excel. In order to have a larger set of

samples to feed the MCMC method, we ran the agent-based

model 50 times.

The hybrid method shows a slight improvement in pre-

diction accuracy. The difference between correlation values

is not significant, due partially to the fact that the amount of

available empirical data in the Bass original paper is fairly

small.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we illustrate how category theory can be

used to formally represent two popular modeling techniques,

agent-based models and Markov Chain Monte Carlo simula-

tion. Abstractions from category theory can be used to relate

the different models using adjunction and form the basis for

our proposed hybrid implementation of the parent models

(ABM-MCMC). To demonstrate the benefits of our hybrid

model, we present two case studies, urban transportation and

consumer modeling, where ABM-MCMC outperforms the

original modeling methodologies.
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